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Large-scale structures of the universe have been various 
described as sheetlike, filamentary, cellular, bubbles or 
sponge1ike.lw2) Recently coamic strings become one of viable 
candidates for galaxy formation scenario3-10), and some of the 
large-scale structures seem to be simply explained by the 
open cosmic strings6). 
Due to this scenario, sheets are wakes which are traces 
of moving open cosmic strings where dark matter and baryonic 
matter have ac~umulated.~*~*) Filaments are intersections of 
such wakes and high density regions are places where three 
wakes intersect almost orthogonally6). The wakes formed at teq 
become the largest surface density among all wakes, where teq 
is the epoch when matter density equals to radiation density'g 
9). Then it can be expected that the characteristic size of 
the sheets are -102Mp~~102Mp~ and length of filaments are 
-102Mpc. It is explained that the typical surface density of 
sheets, line density of filaments and mass of clusters are 
-1 o 12(Gppr/21Q-e)M@4p~2, -1 01s(G~Pr/210-6)2Mo/Mpc and-1 0 16(Gppy/2-1Q" 
6)3Me6).where p and Pare the line density and the velocity o 
the string, and ~=(l-p~)-l/~. 
If we assume that there is one open cosmic string per 
each horizon, then it can be explained that the typical 
distances among wakes, filaments and clusters are also - 102 
MPC~~*~). This model does not exclude a much more lar 
structure. Open cosmic string may move even 
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accumulate cold dark matter after its traces, however, the 
surface density is much smaller than the ones formed at teq8s9? 
From this model, it is expected that the typical high 
density region will have extended features such as six 
filaments and three sheets and be surrounded by eight empty 
regions (voids)6). In this paper, we mainly concern with such 
structures and have made numerical simulations for the 
formation of such large scale structure. 
We consider the Einstein-de Sitter universe with Q=1, 
consisting of dominant dark matter (Q,-0.9) and baryon 
matter(Q,-O.l), and h=0.5 is used (h=Ho/(lOOkm*sec*Mpc-l) and 
Ho is the Hubble constant at present). Near the sheet, the 
accumulated dark matter and baryon matter may be fragmented 
due to the plane instability and objects of mass of order 
-107MQ are formed around z=102 when H, cooling becomes 
effective7). For the evolution of the massive star within 
such objects, the universe becomes again Pumonous (flare 
up)8). Due to the explosion of such massive stars will form 
the plane shock waves and later the shock wave will 
accumulate the bar,yon matter like snow plough. Through 
fragmentations of such plane, more massive secondary objects 
will be formed and so on8). 
Through such mechanism, galaxies will be formed after 
1+2==7 when the cooling time of inverse Compton by background 
radiation becomes longer than the expansion time of the 
universe. The detailed physical process through which 
galaxies are formed including heating and cooling process of 
interwake and near wake medium are now in preparation. The 
decrease of velocity difference between baryon objects and 
dark matter are discussed and due to the calculations, the 
velocity difference decrese rapidly if the velocity 
difference is smaller than the critical va1ue12). For 
simplicity, we just assumed that galaxies are formed at 1+2-7 
near wakes and follow the motion of dark matter. 
Calculations are performed with 323 particles and 323 
cells in a cube with comoving length L=40h''Mpc. Dark matter 
and galaxies are follwed by N-body code using the PM method 
ith the CIC mass assignment scheme13). 
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The constant density surface of dark matter where the 
wake is in the x-y plane is shown in Fig. la. The 
characteristic thickness of the dark matter is given as 
h-2. ( (l.tz1)/6.1Q3)1~2(l+z)~2(G~~~/10~6)Mp~8~ and such wake could 
be extend lQ2~1Q2Mp~2 or so. The intersection of two wakes are 
shown for its distribution of dark matter in Fig. 2a . The 
cone diagram ( velocity versus right ascension maps ) for the 
galaxies are also shown in Fig. 2b. The case for orthogonal 
intersections of three wake is calculated and the 
distribution of the dark matter around the high density, 
regions and cone diagrams are displayed in Figs. 3. The 
observation by Geller et all) is also shown in Fig. 3d. 
The patterns in the cone diagram of Figs. 3 could be 
almost due to the combination of wall nature distributions of 
galaxies and slice observation. The filamentary or sheetlike 
distribution of galaxies around rich cluster could be checked 
by many slice observation. 
It is difficult to estimate to what extent this model is 
fit to observations further than the impression of the 
similarity between the two graphs of Figs. 3c and 3d. Due to 
the impression, however details are different, it is not so 
bad correpondence between calculations and observations. 
From the inspection of Figs. 2 and 3, the filamentary 
structure is the slice of the wall( wake ) .  As galaxies in 
the wall move into the center, one wall structure, in the 
redshift plane, becomes discontinuous line at the center. 
It seems a little bit difficult to find sut 6 filaments 
from the slice of CfA redshift survey by Gellar et all)* 
Then, Coma cluster must be explained by one sheet and some 
instability. It could also be considerd that the wakes may 
not pass through orthogonally or loop of cosmic string might 
contribute for the formation of Coma cluster. 
In general, the wall structure is rather characteristic 
for our calculation. To make comparison with calculations to 
observations ' in detail, we must understand much more the 
mechanism of galaxiy formation. 
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It could be concluded that the scenario of open cosmic 
string with cold dark matter seems a one of good candidate 
for understanding the observed large scale structure of 
galaxies and t h i s  scenario 
observation. 
could be enough falsifiable by 
Fig. 1 a) 
a) 
Fig. 2 
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